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From the creator of A Book of Sleep and A Book of Babies comes a beautiful new book of
animals—and opposites! The sky is dark and the Opposite Zoo is CLOSED. But the monkey's
cage is OPEN! Time to explore. . . Follow the monkey as he visits all the animals in the zoo: fast
and slow, big and small, noisy and quiet, soft and prickly! Filled with energetic illustrations,
friendly animals, and a clear, simple text—all wrapped up in a gorgeous package—The
Opposite Zoo is a fun and lively introduction to animals and opposites for the youngest picture-
book audience."Na brings fresh energy to the familiar. With a coloring style that feels as if
someone took a firecracker to a box of crayons, Na makes turtle shells as dynamic as a
peacock’s plumage." --The New York Times Book Review

The New York Times Book Review"Na brings fresh energy to the familiar. With a coloring style
that feels as if someone took a firecracker to a box of crayons, Na makes turtle shells as
dynamic as a peacock’s plumage."Shelf Awareness“A dazzling concept book for
preschoolers. . . . Two monkey thumbs up.” Mashable“In his new book The Opposite Zoo, artist
and children's book writer Il Sung Na delivers a beautiful lesson in contrast and
contradictions.” Kirkus Reviews“A beautiful treatment of a familiar subject that repays close
looking again and again.” School Library Journal“Na’s winsome illustrations make this title a
delightful take on animal opposites.” Booklist“This picture book will be visually appealing to both
adults and children, and it’s a welcome addition to a genre that, for many parents, can often be
opposite of interesting.” --This text refers to the board_book edition.About the AuthorIL SUNG
NA is the author-illustrator of many books for children, including A Book of Sleep; Snow Rabbit,
Spring Rabbit; A Book of Babies; Welcome Home, Bear; andThe Opposite Zoo. Originally from
South Korea, Il Sung studied illustration at Kingston University in London and currently lives in
the New York City Area To learn more about his work, please visit IlSungNa.com or find him on
Twitter at @ilsungna. --This text refers to the board_book edition.From School Library
JournalPreS-Gr 1—When the Opposite Zoo closes for the night, a monkey escapes its
enclosure to wander around and visit other animals, returning to its cage at sunrise before the
zookeeper discovers its absence. To showcase the concept of opposites, each spread features
two animals that contrast in some way, each labeled with a descriptive word—a tall giraffe and a
short pig, a soft tiger and a prickly hedgehog, a slow sloth and a fast cheetah. Though the
animals are not named, they are easily recognizable. Young readers will enjoy spotting the
sneaky monkey on every page and following its nocturnal adventure, as well as seeing all of the
zoo denizens on the last spread. VERDICT Na's winsome illustrations make this title a delightful
take on animal opposites and a great addition to most collections.—Yelena Alekseyeva-Popova,
formerly at Chappaqua Library, NY --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read



more
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Snow Rabbit, Spring Rabbit: A Book of Changing Seasons, Welcome Home, Bear: A Book of
Animal Habitats, A World of Opposites, Some Pets, Alfie: (The Turtle That Disappeared), Rain!,
Water Is Water: A Book About the Water Cycle, Brick by Brick, Who Will Plant a Tree?, Hey,
Water!, Acoustic Rooster and His Barnyard Band, Plants Feed Me, How a Seed Grows (Let's-
Read-and-Find-Out Science 1)



Sarah Lee, “One of the best kids books!. This is one of my sons favorite books! We have been
reading this to him since he was 2 years old (now 2 and 1/2) and he's memorized and even
learned how to read most of the words! We love this authors stories and illustrations. We have
bought most of the board books and look forward to reading more books from Il Sung Na!”

Ramel, “It's all happening at the opposite zoo!. Beautiful pictures illustrate the tour of the "
opposite zoo". We get to see large,small,quiet loud and many other combinations of animals.
Great book.”

Cody, “Nice book to teach opposites. Illustrations are lovely. Nice book to teach opposites.”

Khloe M., “gorgeous. Beautiful illustrations.”

Judith Walraven, “Opposites attract!. Kids really enjoyed this book! Clever premise and
illustrations.”

Sarah, “Fun book. This is a fun and beautifully illustrated book”

Antonia Mincheva, “Very useful. The book is very beautiful. My son loves it. It learns the small
children of the opposites. Very useful.”

The book by Il Sung Na has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 41 people have provided feedback.
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